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KITCHEN PRESELECTION LIST
Attention to detail is critical to the success of your project. Our professional staff will use this checklist to ensure
your vision becomes a reality.

OVERALL
1. What color are your appliances (finished project appliance color)? _____________
2. What type of countertops do(will) you have? _____________
3. What finish is the hardware on your cabinets (finished project finish)? ____________
4. What is your style? (modern, traditional, trend setting) ____________

KITCHEN SINK AREA
1. What is the width of your sink cabinet base? _____________
2. Is your sink undermount or drop in (if needed see images below)? ______________
3. Do you want a single or double bowl sink? ____________
4. What style faucet do you want? (single handle, two handle, with or with out a sprayer etc.) ____________
5. What kind of conveniences would you like in your kitchen?

Hot Water Dispenser  yes |  no
Air Switch
 yes |  no

Purified Water  yes |  no
Pot Filler
 yes |  no

Garbage Disposal  yes |  no 		
Soap Dispenser  yes |  no

6. What materials are you considering? (stainless, granite, etc) ____________
7. Are there any restrictions such as a window sill or back splash?
___________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have any lighting fixtures?
 Chandeliers  Pendants  Under Cabinet

ISLAND / PANTRY AREA
1. What is the width of your sink base? _____________
2. Is your sink undermount or drop in (if needed see images below)? ______________
3. Do you want a single or double bowl sink? ____________
4. What style faucet do you want? (single handle, two handle, with or with out a sprayer etc.) ____________
5. What kind of conveniences would you like in your kitchen?

Hot Water Dispenser  yes |  no
Air Switch
 yes |  no

Purified Water  yes |  no
Pot Filler
 yes |  no

Garbage Disposal  yes |  no 		
Soap Dispenser  yes |  no

6. What materials are you considering? (stainless, granite, etc) ____________
7. Are there any restrictions such as a window sill or back splash?
___________________________________________________________________________
8. Do you have any lighting fixtures?
 Chandeliers  Pendants  Under Cabinet

NOTES

counter top

undermont (no lip on the counter top)

cabinet base width

drop-in (lip of sink edge on top of counter)

NOTES

